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Abstract—In this work, we present the performance of three
different parallel computing approaches of the MATLAB Parallel
Computing Toolbox. In particular, we use the command “parfor”,
the command “spmd” and the technique “scheduler”. The
comparison of the three approaches in terms of computations
and memory are presented. The three approaches are applied to
two specific problems: a) searching of a value into a matrix and b)
prime factorization. The first problem is bounded by MATLAB
for the size of matrix, namely, has memory problems, and the
second problem is bounded by MATLAB for numerical precision
and time complexity. Finally, the executions of the corresponding
parallel algorithms in a multi-worker lab are presented.
Index Terms—MATLAB, Parallel Computing Toolbox, Searching, Prime factorization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) supports the two known parallel computer memory architectures such as the shared memory architectures and the
distributed memory architectures [1], [2], [3], [4]. The shared
memory architecture is implemented with the option “local”
in a local computer with many cores [5]. Presently, the most
common personal computers have CPU with two or four cores.
The distributed memory architecture is implemented with the
option “jobmanager” in a network of computers.
Additionally, the Matlab PCT supports the following parallel programming models: Data parallel, Distributed memory
(message passing), Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD)
and Multiple Program Multiple Data (MPMD). The command
parfor implements the data parallel programming, the function
spmd implements the SPMD and the technique scheduler
implements both the distributed memory programming and the
MPMD.
For the measurement of the performance of the Matlab PCT
we select two specific problems: a) searching of a value
into a matrix and b) prime factorization. The problem of the
searching of a value into a matrix has limitation to the size
of the matrix while the problem of the prime factorization has
limitation to numerical precision and high computational cost.

A. The searching of a value into a matrix
The aim of this problem is to find a value into a large or
a very large matrix. The questions for this problem are the
following
• what is the maximum size of the matrix?
• how we can reduce the execution time?
The maximum size of a matrix in Matlab depends on the
memory of the machine, the operating system and the release
of Matlab. For example, in a PC with 4GB RAM, Windows
XP(32 bit) and Matlab 7.3 the maximum memory which is
used for an array is approximately 707 MB or 7.409 × 108
bytes (the function memory returns the maximum size of an
array in Matlab), that means a matrix with
7.409 × 108 bytes
= 92612500 cells
8 bytes (double)
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Thus, we have a limit size for the simple use of Matlab.
Generally, if we consider M the maximum size of an array
then the array has
Total Cells =

M
Maximum size
=
bytes for double
8

Consequently, we use the PCT for the confronting of the
limitations for the size of matrix and for the reduction of the
execution time.
The serial approach in MATLAB of this problem is the
following function:
function pos = search_for(x,key)
n=length(x);
pos=[];
for i=1:n
if x(i)==key
pos=[pos i];
end
end

where x is an array (dataset), key is the searching value and
pos is an array with the positions of the key value. In Table
I the results of the performance tests for this function are
presented. The size of the array x is bounded, thus we cannot
use an array with size greater than of 227 cells.
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TABLE I
T HE PERFORMANCE OF THE SEARCHING PROBLEM
Length of
array x
215
220
225
227
228

Execution
time
0.000333
0.010854
0.347254
1.386923
–

Section 2 we present the three parallel computing approaches
which are the command parfor the command spmd and the
technique scheduler. In Section 3 the performance of the
parallel approaches are presented.

IN SERIAL EXECUTION

Comments

II. T HE THREE PARALLEL COMPUTING APPROACHES
Time problems
Memory problems

TABLE II
T HE PERFORMANCE OF THE PRIME FACTORIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we present the command parfor which
follows to Data parallel programming model. Additionally, we
present the command spmd which follows to Simple Program
Multiple Data programming model. Finally, we present the
technique scheduler which follows to Distributed memory and
Multiple Program Multiple Data programming model.

IN SERIAL

EXECUTION

Order
of number n
240
250
252
253
254

Execution
time
0.069156
2.189364
6.152502
–
≥ day

Comments

A. The command parfor
Time problems
Time problems
Numerical precision problems
Use of Symbolic Toolbox

The command parfor (parallel loop) is MATLAB’s
simplest parallel programming command. parfor replaces
the for command in cases where a loop can be parallelized.
The loop iterations are divided up among different workers,
executed in an unknown order, and the results gathered back
to the main copy of MATLAB.

B. Prime factorization
The aim of this problem is to find the factorization of a
very large integer number to two prime numbers. The prime
factorization is the main idea of the RSA cryptosystem. The
prime test is included in this problem, namely, an integer is
or not prime number. The questions for this problem are the
following
• what is the maximum number of digits of a number with
double precision?
• how we can reduce the execution time?
The maximum number of decimal digits of a number with
double precision is 16 because in double precision we have 8
bytes per number or 8×8 = 64 bits. That means a number with
53 binary digits or equivalently, a number with 16 decimal
digits. This limitation can be confronted by using the Matlab
Symbolic Toolbox. The main disadvantage of the symbolic
toolbox is the high computational cost for the execution
of simple arithmetic operations. Consequently, we use the
PCT for the confronting of the limitations for the numerical
precision and for the reduction of the execution time. The
serial approach in MATLAB of this problem is the following
function:

In the first problem we can replace the command for by the
command parfor as see in the below function
function pos = search_parfor(x,key)
n=length(x);
pos=[];
parfor i=1:n
if x(i)==key
pos=[pos i];
end
end

In the second problem we can not replace the command for
by the command parfor because in body of loop the statement
return exists which interrupts the execution of function when
the condition of the statement if is true.
B. The command spmd
The spmd (single program multiple data) command is like
working with a very simplified version of Message Passing
Interface. There is one client process, supervising labs who
cooperate on a single program. Each lab has an identifier,
knows how many labs there are total, and can determine its
behavior based on that identifier.

function [a,b] = prime_factorization(n)
k=double(floor(sqrt(sym(n))));
a=0;
b=0;
for m = 2:k
if (mod(n,m) == 0)
a=m;
b=n/m;
return
end
end

In the first problem we can partition the data according to
the number of available labs and we can send these separately
in each lab. The commands which are used are the following:
pos=0;
spmd(labs)
for i=1:labs
if(labindex==i)
pos=search_for_file(key,n);
end
end
end

where n is the number that is factorized and a, b are the
factors, namely, n = a · b. In Table II the results of the
performance tests for this function are presented.
These specific problems are applied in three approaches of
the Matlab PCT to reach conclusions and to find the advantages and disadvantages of each approach. In particular, in
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The function search_for_file is the same with the
function search_for with the addition of a command
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which it reads the data from a file.

files are the function search_for_file with specific
arguments key, log2(n) and the file dataset25.mat
with the dataset.

Similarly, in the second problem we can partition the
number of iterations according to the number of available
labs and we can execute these separately in each lab. The
commands which are used are the following:

In the second problem we can apply the technique scheduler with the following commands

k=double(floor(sqrt(sym(n))));
step=ceil(k/labs);
spmd(labs)
for i=1:labs
if(labindex==i)
[a,b]=prime_factorization_spmd(n,...
1+step*(i-1),step*i);
end
end
end

k=double(floor(sqrt(sym(n))));
step=ceil(k/labs);
jm = findResource;
pj = createJob(jm);
set(pj,’MinimumNumberOfWorkers’,1);
set(pj,’MaximumNumberOfWorkers’,64);
set(pj,’FileDependencies’,...
{’prime_factorization_spmd’});
for i=1:labs
obj(i)=createTask(pj,...
The function prime_factorization_spmd is the fol@prime_factorization_spmd,...
lowing
1, {n,1+step*(i-1),step*i});
end
function [a,b] = prime_factorization_spmd(n,x,y)
submit(pj);
a=0;
waitForState(pj);
b=0;
out=getAllOutputArguments(pj);
m=x;
destroy(pj);
while m<=y
if (mod(n,m)==0 && m~=1)
In above program we create task for each lab and we send
a=m;
the tasks with the corresponding file in each lab. The sending
b=n/m;
files are the function prime_factorization_spmd with
return
specific arguments n,1+step*(i-1) and step*i.
end
m=m+1;
III. T HE PERFORMANCE OF THE PARALLEL APPROACHES
end

The performance tests are implemented in a lab with 24
computers. The specifications of each computer are Intel Core
Quad CPU (Q9400) at 2600 GHz with 4 Gb RAM. We run
the parallel programs with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 cores.
The sizes of the dataset of the searching problem are 220 and
225 . The number of digits of the prime factorization problem
are order of 240 , 250 and 252 . In Tables III and IV the results
of the performance test are presented.

In above function the arguments x and y are the lower and
the upper index of iterations.
C. The technique scheduler
The technique scheduler with a Job Manager manage a
big job which is divided into vary independent tasks. For
simplicity, assume each task will be carried out by the same
MATLAB function. Each task runs on a single processor
(although there’s no need to rule out parallelism) and has its
own memory. Tasks do not communicate while running; they
start with input, they return results upon completion. When
all the tasks are completed, it is possible to gather, analyze
and plot the combined results.

For the searching problem we have the following characteristics:
• we cannot use a matrix with total size (number of cells)
greater than M
8 , therefore we do not gain in memory
issues with command parfor.
In the first problem we can apply the technique scheduler
• we can use a matrix with total size (number of cells)
with the following commands
greater than M
8 , therefore we gain in memory issues with
jm = findResource;
the
command
spmd and the technique scheduler. For
pj = createJob(jm);
example, if the numbers of labs is 64 and the matrix size
set(pj,’MinimumNumberOfWorkers’,1);
in each lab is 226 then we have total size 64 × 226 = 232 .
set(pj,’MaximumNumberOfWorkers’,64);
set(pj,’FileDependencies’,...
• the execution times (see Table III) show us that we do
{’dataset25.mat’,’search_for_file.m’});
not gain in execution time in relation to serial execution
for i=1:labs
in all approaches.
obj(i)=createTask(pj,...
•
the execution times (see Table III) show us that in matrix
@search_for_file, 1, {key,log2(n)});
with size of 220 cells the command parfor has better
end
submit(pj);
times instead of spmd and scheduler.
waitForState(pj);
• the execution times (see Table III) show us that in matrix
out=getAllOutputArguments(pj);
with size of 225 cells the command spmd has better times
In above program we create task for each lab and we send the
instead of parfor and scheduler and while the cores
tasks with the corresponding files in each lab. The sending
increasing the time is the same.
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TABLE III
E XECUTION TIMES FOR THE S EARCHING PROBLEM
cores
1
2
4
8
16
32
64

parfor
1.902
0.99
0.839
0.736
0.74

spmd
0.8367
0.9235
1.3980
1.3143
1.3900
1.3630
1.3431

scheduler
1.1850
1.2984
1.5278
1.8254
2.4786
3.6418
6.1749

parfor
45.13
30.61
24.32
23.08
22.91

TABLE IV
E XECUTION TIMES FOR THE P RIME FACTORIZATION PROBLEM
cores
1
2
4
8
16
32
64

spmd
0.2510
0.1741
0.1679
0.1687
0.1992
0.2601
0.4150

scheduler
0.6341
0.5984
0.6360
0.6317
0.6297
0.6659
0.7617

spmd
4.0960
2.0935
1.2267
0.6770
0.4079
0.3416
0.4351

For the prime factorization problem we have the following
characteristics:
40
• In number with order of 2
the execution times (see
Table IV) are the same for the spmd and scheduler.
50
• In number with order of 2
and 252 the execution
times (see Table IV) are decreasing while the cores are
increasing for the spmd and scheduler.
The theoretical measurements of parallel computing are a)
the speed up of the parallel algorithm which is given by
T1
Sp =
Tp
where T1 is the execution time of the serial algorithm and Tp is
the execution time of the parallel algorithm with p processors
and b) the efficiency of the parallel algorithm which is given
by
Sp
Ep =
p
The efficiency of the searching problem are presented in
Figures 1 and 2 and the efficiency of the prime factorization
problem are presented in Figures 3,4 and 5.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
From the results of the performance tests and the theoretical
measurements of parallel processing we conclude in the according observations: a) in problems with large or very large
dataset we can use the MATLAB PCT so as to partition the
dataset in each lab, which has its own memory. That is, we use
the distributed memory parallel model. On the other hand, the
PCT cannot reduce the execution times (very poor efficiency
in all approaches). b) In problems with high computational
cost we can use the PCT to reduce the computational time
(good efficiency in very large numbers with small number of
cores). In particular, the command spmd is the best choice for
the searching problem. The command spmd is the best choice
for the prime factorization problem with the number of cores
less equal to 32 (efficiency ≥ 50%).
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WITH MATRIX SIZE OF

spmd
18.3763
18.4263
19.2775
19.1012
19.0348
19.6694
21.9759

WITH NUMBER

scheduler
5.1087
2.5601
1.6284
1.1801
0.9058
0.7943
0.8650

220

AND

225

scheduler
23.4657
30.3068
41.0596
52.6693
72.3122
109.2248
187.8599

n ORDER OF 240 , 250

spmd
10.8393
5.6405
3.2516
1.6976
0.9172
0.5780
0.5421

AND

252

scheduler
11.2883
5.9604
3.4032
2.1890
1.4083
1.0249
0.9388

Fig. 1.
220 .

The efficiency of the PCT in searching problem with matrix size of

Fig. 2.
225 .

The efficiency of the PCT in searching problem with matrix size of
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Fig. 3. The efficiency of the PCT in prime factorization problem with number
with order of 240 .

Fig. 4. The efficiency of the PCT in prime factorization problem with number
with order of 250 .

Fig. 5. The efficiency of the PCT in prime factorization problem with number
with order of 252 .
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